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Summary Information
Repository: College Archives & Special Collections at Columbia College Chicago
Source: Nesbitt, Rozell (Prexy)
Title: Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection
ID: RG 1000.03.01
Date [inclusive]: 1928 - 2005
Physical Description: 26.41 Cubic Feet Seventeen (17) record boxes, one (1) 2.5" box, one
(1) flat box  
Language of the
Material:
English
Language of the
Material:
Material is primarily in English, with some items in French where
noted
Abstract: An activist and an educator, he organized anti- apartheid groups in the
Midwest; was named director of the Africa Project at the Institute of
Policy Studies; and served as program director and research secretary
at the World Council of Churches, Geneva, Switzerland. In 1986, he
returned to Chicago as a labor organizer and later served as special
aide to then Chicago mayor Harold Washington and the Mozambique
government appointed him consultant to represent the country and
its interests in the United States, Canada, and Europe. He teaches in
the Humanities, History and Social Sciences Department at Columbia
College Chicago. The collection contains material about Africa,
focused on South Africa and Mozambique and contains papers,
records, books, and audiovisual materials.
How to Cite This Collection
Folder/Item Title, (date). Series Title, Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection. College Archives &
Special Collections, Columbia College Chicago.
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Biography
Born in Chicago, Illinois, Prexy Nesbitt was educated at Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio. He
went on to attend the University of Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania; Northwestern University, Illinois; and
Columbia University, New York.
An activist and an educator, he has been highly active in labor, human rights, and equality movements.
In 1970 he worked for the American Committee on Africa where he organized anti- apartheid groups
in the Midwest. In 1978 he was named director of the Africa Project at the Institute of Policy Studies,
Washington, D.C. and in 1979, became the program director and research secretary at the World Council
of Churches, Geneva, Switzerland.
In 1986, Nesbitt returned to Chicago to continue his work as a labor organizer. In 1986, then Chicago
mayor Harold Washington named him as a special aide and in 1987, the Mozambique government
appointed him consultant to represent the country and its interests in the United States, Canada, and
Europe, remaining in the post until 1992. In 1993, he served as the senior program officer with the
Program on Peace and International Cooperation with the MacArthur Foundation, a position he held until
1996.
While working with the foundation, Nesbitt also taught in several different institutions: Francis W.
Parker High School; the Associated Colleges of the Midwest; and Columbia College Chicago, where
he continues to teach African and American history courses and has lectured and organized conferences
throughout the United States and abroad.
In 2001, he was named the South African representative for the American Center for International Labor
Solidarity, Johannesburg, South Africa as well as serving as the interim director for the American Friends
Service Committee Africa Program. In 2003, he worked as the Senior Multiculturalism and Diversity
Specialist at the Chicago Teachers Center, Northeastern Illinois University.
He has also served as consultant to the Francis W. Parker School, Chicago, and the East Educational
Collaborative, Washington, D.C., and the University of Chicago Laboratory Schools and has also
published a book and written articles that appeared in more than twenty international journals.
During his career, Nesbitt has traveled extensively, including numerous trips to South Africa, several
of which were taken in secret so as to not alert members of the apartheid government. Prexy Nesbitt's
oral history interview conducted in 2009 at Columbia College Chicago offers more about his work as an
activist and educator.
^ Return to Table of Contents
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About the Collection
The collection focuses on material related to the struggle against the apartheid government in Southern
and South Africa. Materials include organizations and political organizations in Africa, Southern Africa,
Mozambique, and South Africa, writings, subject files, books, and audiovisual materials.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Collection Arrangement
The collection is arranged into 10 series by subject, maintaining its original organization.
Series 1: Africa, 1989-2000
Series 2: Africa and Landmines, 1980-2000
Series 3: Journal Articles and Other Writings, 1970-1999
Series 4: Southern Africa,1977-2000
Series 5: South Africa, 1960-2000
Series 6: Mozambique, 1979-2000
Series 7: MacArthur Foundation Files, 1947-1997
Series 8: Foreign Policy Files, 1976-2000
Series 9: Books, 1928-2005
Series 10: Media, 1976, 1987
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
College Archives & Special Collections at Columbia College Chicago
Chicago, IL
archives@colum.edu
URL: http://www.colum.edu/archives
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Terms of Access
The entirety of the Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection is available to all users.
Terms of Use
Materials are the property of Columbia College Chicago. Intellectual property rights of work belong
to the original creators. Materials within the collection that are published and copyrighted maintain
their copyright protections and must be used according to United States Copyright Law.Use of this
collection and its materials is understood to be primarily for research, teaching, and creative study;
additional uses, such as publication, exhibition, or other appropriate purposes may be considered upon
consultation with the Archivist.
Collection's Relationship with Columbia College Chicago
The Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection was kept by Prexy Nesbitt in his home until he donated the
material to Columbia College Chicago. As a faculty member in the History, Humanities, and Social
Sciences department of the college, Prexy Nesbitt donated this collection for research use and to
enhance the Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Collection to which he also donated materials.
Initial Acquisition
Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt, a faculty member in the Humanities, History, and Social Sciences
Department, Columbia College Chicago, February 2009 and August 2009.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Related Materials
Related Research Resources - Oral History
Interview with Prexy Nesbitt, captured spring 2009
This nearly six hour interview, conducted by professional oral historian and faculty member Dr. Erin
McCarthy, offers a good overview of Prexy Nesbitt's work in the anti-apartheid movement.
Related Research Resources - Oral History Transcription
No Easy Victories: African Liberation and American Activists Over Half a Century, 1950-2000:
Interviews for book No Easy Victories, captured 1998 Dates
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The following text is the transcript of one of the interviews that was part of the research for the book
No Easy Victories, edited by William Minter, Gail Hovey, and Charles Cobb Jr.
Related Research Resources - Posters
AFrican Political Posters, College Archives and Special Collections, Columbia College ChicagoLink
Title, Dates
Related Research Resources - Educational Poster Boards
Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Educational Poster Boards, College Archives and Special
Collections, Columbia College Chicago Link Title, Dates
^ Return to Table of Contents
Controlled Access Headings
• Anti-apartheid activists
• Apartheid
• Apartheid -- South Africa
• Africa
• Mozambique
• United Nations Centre Against Apartheid
• Land mines
• Nesbitt, Rozell (Prexy)
Related Research Resources - Collections
Title: Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Collection
ID: RG 1000.03
About: The Chicago Anti-Apartheid Movement Collection was assembled through the efforts of Dr.
Lisa Brock and highlights the grassroots organizations during the 1980s and 1990s that formed to protest
international issues of apartheid and how they operated to reach a common goal.
Title: Cheryl Johnson-Odim Collection
ID: RG 1000.03.02
About: Cheryl Johnson-Odim is an activist and educator. Johnson-Odim's personal papers highlight her
time campaigning against apartheid and includes her reference research on apartheid such as United
Nations reports, newspaper clippings, and magazine articles.
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Title: Orlando Redekopp Collection
ID: RG 1000.03.03
About: Orlando Redekopp Was an activist and pastor in the First Church of the Brethren. Redekopp's
personal papers highlight his work campaigning against conscription and apartheid and includes
materials related to his time as an election observer during the 1994 South Africa General Election. As
a pastor in the First Church of the Brethren on Chicago's west side, Redekopp and his wife, Joan Gerig,
facilitated many of their messages against apartheid and conscription through their religious community.
Nexbitt, Prexy Papers, 1968-1996
Vivian G. Harsh Research Collection of Afro-American History and Literature
Woodson Regional Library, Chicago, IL
About: The 36-linear foot collection includes manuscripts, programs, rare serials, and subject files.
Prexy Nesbitt Anti Apartheid Collection at Northwestern University- Melville J. Herskovits Library of
African Studies
Melville J. Herskovits Library of African Studies
Northwestern University, Evanston, IL
About: The materials relate to his work as consultant for the Mozambique government and with United
States organizations and projects concerning Southern Africa
Title: African Activist Database
About: The African Activist Archive Project seeks to preserve for history the record of activities of
U.S. organizations and individuals that supported African struggles for freedom and had a significant
collective impact on U.S. policy during the period 1950-1994. One of the significant U.S. political
movements in second half of the twentieth century, it included community activists, students, faculty,
churches, unions, city and county councils, state governments, and others. This democratization of
foreign policy was unprecedented and it is important that the lessons learned be documented for the
benefit of ongoing social justice activism.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Requirements for Researcher's Access
Access to reformatted media in the collection, such as VHS, audio cassette, phonographic records,
or computer files, must be viewed within the College Archives & Special Collections office during
a scheduled appointment. Although reformatted, these items cannot be sent electronically nor can be
published in our online database due to copyright restrictions. A computer and other necessary equipment
will be provided during the appointment to access these materials.
^ Return to Table of Contents
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Collection Inventory
Series 1: Africa, Box 1, 1989-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1989-2000
About the Series
The series contains material related to the whole of Africa including Africa Policy Information Center, National
Summit on Africa, and subject files.
Series Arrangement
The series is arranged alphabetically and further arranged alphabetically by subject files.
Title/Description Instances
File 1: Advocacy for Africa, 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 2: AIDS in Africa, 1992
Date [inclusive]: 1992
File 3: AIDS in Africa, 1992, 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1992, 1998
File 4: AIDS in Africa, 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 5: AIDS in Africa, 2000
Date [inclusive]: 2000
File 6: Africa's Debt, 1998-1999
Date [inclusive]: 1998-1999
File 7: Africa Fund, 1992-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1992-2000
File 8: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Correspondence,
1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 9: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Correspondence,
1996-1997
Date [inclusive]: 1996-1997
File 10: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC)
Correspondence, 1996-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1996-1998
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File 11: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC)
Correspondence, 1998-1999
Date [inclusive]: 1998-1999
File 12: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Information,
1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 13: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Annual Report,
1996
Date [inclusive]: 1996
File 14: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 01:
Angola: Country Profile, 1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 15: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 02:
Africa: Dispelling the Myth, 1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 16: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 03:
Sudan: Resource Guide, 1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 17: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 04: Trade:
Issue Brief, 1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 18: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 05:
Thinking Regionally , 1996
Date [inclusive]: 1996
File 19: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 06: Africa
on the Internet Resource Guide, 1996
Date [inclusive]: 1996
File 20: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 07:
Nigeria: Country Profile, 1996
Date [inclusive]: 1996
File 21: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 08:
Making Connections for Africa, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1997
File 22: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 09:
Landmines: Issue Brief, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1997
File 23: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 10:
Talking About Tribe, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1997
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File 24: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 12:
Changing Africa: A Human Development Overview, 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 25: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 12:
Africa's Debt, 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 26: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Paper 13:
Economy and Development, 2000
Date [inclusive]: 2000
File 27: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Information
Packets , 1996
Date [inclusive]: 1996
File 28: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Information
Packet, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1997
File 29: Africa Policy Information Center (APIC) Three Year Re-
Organization & Capacity Building Proposal, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1997
File 30: African, Caribbean, Pacific Countries & The E.U. (ACP-
EU), The Courier magazine, 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 31: African, Caribbean, Pacific Countries & The E.U. (ACP-
EU) The Courier magazine, 1999
Date [inclusive]: 1999
File 32: African, Caribbean, Pacific Countries & The E.U. (ACP-
EU) The Courier magazine, 2000
Date [inclusive]: 2000
File 33: American Friends Service Committee Correspondence,
1998-1999
Date [inclusive]: 1998-1999
File 34: Human Rights Watch Annual Report, 1999
Date [inclusive]: 1999
File 35: National Summit on Africa, Background and Midwest
Regional Summit Information , 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 36: National Summit on Africa, Historical Framework paper,
1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 37: National Summit on Africa, Democracy and Human
Rights paper, 1998
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Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 38: National Summit on Africa, Economic Development,
Trade and Investment, and Job Creation paper, 1998
Date: 1998
File 39: National Summit on Africa, Education and Culture paper,
1998
Date: 1998
File 40: National Summit on Africa, Peace and Security paper,
1998
Date: 1998
File 41: National Summit on Africa, Sustainable Development,
Quality of Life, and the Environment paper, 1998
Date: 1998
File 42: National Summit on Africa, Draft National Policy Plan of
Action for Us-Africa Relations in the 21st Century, 2000
Date: 2000
File 43: National Summit on Africa, Board of Directors Meeting
information, 2000
Date: 2000
File 44: National Summit on Africa, Summit information, 2000
Date: 2000
File 45: National Summit on Africa, Critique of the National
Summit on Africa , 2000
Date: 2000
File 46: Subject File: Africa Labor: Background Papers, 1989,
1991
Date [inclusive]: 1989, 1991
Physical Description: In Search of the Movement: 1960s
Activists in Labor/Kim Fellner, 1989; Homeland Politics and
Croatian Workers/Peter Rachleff, 1991; Retail is No Small
Detail: Male Packinghouse Workers Reach Out To Women
Retail Workers in Southern Minnesota in the 1930s/Peter
Rachleff, 1991
File 47: Subject File: Africa Labor, 1992
Date: 1992
File 48: Subject File: Africa Media Project, 1996
Date: 1996
File 49: Subject File: Africa Policy Initiative (Draft), 1997
Date: 1997
File 50: Subject File: Africa Recovery Newsletter, 2000
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Date: 2000
File 51: Subject File: America's Attitude Toward Africa, 1997
Date: 1997
File 52: Subject File: Children and Armed Conflict, 1996
Date: 1996
File 53: Subject File: Foreign Policy: U.S. and Africa, 2000
Date: 2000
File 54: Subject File: Harpers Magazine, November issue, 2000
Date: 2000
Physical Description: Includes articles entitled "Another French
Revolution: In Marseilles, Europe Confronts Its North African
Future" and "Making the Case for Racial Reparation: Does
America Owe a Debt to the Descendents of Its Slaves?"
File 55: Subject File: Human Rights and Diplomacy, 1997
Date: 1997
File 56: Subject File: Human Rights and Homosexuality, 1996
Date: 1996
File 57: Subject File: Mercenaries, 1997
Date: 1997
Files 58: Subject File: Weissman, Stephen, "Preventing
Genocide", 1998
Date: 1998
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series 2: Africa and Landmines, Box 2, 1980-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1980-2000
About the Series
The series contains material related to landmines worldwide, with a focus on Africa.
Series Arrangement
The series is arranged into five subseries that includes: Landmines, Organizations, Government, Seminars/
Conferences, and Writings.
Landmines hold articles and informational materials about the topic
Organizations contains material about different groups working to raise public awareness of the issue
Government holds information generated by government agencies working on the landmine problem
Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection
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Seminars/Conferences contains material about worldwide gatherings held to work on the landmine issue
Writings holds drafts, speeches, and newspaper articles related to landmines
Title/Description Instances
File 1: Landmines: Awareness Pamphlets, 1980s-1990s
Date [inclusive]: 1980s-1990s
File 2: Landmines: Articles and Documents, 1994-1995
Date: 1994-1995
File 3: Landmines: Articles and Documents, 1997
Date: 1997
File 4: Landmines: In South Africa Articles and Documents, 1995
Date: 1995
File 5: Landmines: In Angola Articles and Documents, 1993-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1995
File 6: Landmines: In Mozambique Articles and Documents ,
1994-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1994-1995
File 7: Landmines: In Zimbabwe Articles and Documents, 1995
Date: 1995
File 8: Organizations: Afghan Campaign to Ban Landmines, 1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 9: Organizations: Coalition to Stop Use of Child Soldiers,
1998
Date: 1998
File 10: Organizations: Landmine Survivors Network, 1999
Date: 1999
File 11: Organizations: Mines Advisory Group: "Anti-Personnel
Mines - Children As Victim", 1993
Date: 1993
File 12: Organizations: Mines Advisory Group "Violent Deeds
Live On: Landmines in Somalia and Somaliland", 1993
Date: 1993
File 13: Organizations: Mines Advisory Group proposal, 1994
Date: 1994
File 14: Organizations: U.S. Campaign to Ban Landmines, 1995
Date: 1995
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File 15: Organizations: U.S. Campaign to Ban Landmines "Ban
Bus" report, 1997
Date: 1997
File 16: Organizations: Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation,
(1993-1995)
Date [bulk]: 1993-1995
File 17: Organizations: Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation,
1994
Date: 1994
File 18: Organizations: Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation,
1993-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1995
File 19: Organizations: Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation,
1993-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1995
File 20: Government: United Nations General Assembly Report,
1994
Date: 1994
File 21: Government: United Nations List of Countries with
Landmines, 1995
Date: 1995
File 22: Government: United Nations Landmine Count, 1995
Date: 1995
File 23: Government: United Nations Landmine Count, 1995
Date: 1995
File 24: Government: United Nations General Assembly, 1996
Date: 1996
File 25: Government: United States Senate: National Defense
Authorization Act, 1993
Date: 1993
File 26: Government: United States Senate: Foreign Operations
Subcommittee memo, 1994
Date: 1994
File 27: Seminars/Conferences: International Seminar on
Landmines and the 1980 Weapons Convention, Harare,
Zimbabwe, March , 1995
Date: 1995
File 28: Seminars/Conferences: International Security Programme,
Second Draft/Dr. Paul Cornish, for discussion at Chatham House,
London, UK, July , 1994
Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection
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Date: 1994
File 29: Seminars/Conferences: International Campaign to Ban
Landmines , 1995
Date: 1995
File 30: Seminars/Conferences: International Campaign to Ban
Landmines Planning Meeting, Rome, Italy, March, 1995
Date: 1995
File 31: Seminars/Conferences: Non-Governmental Organization
(NGO) Conference on Antipersonnel Mines, London, UK, May ,
1993
Date: 1993
File 32: Seminars/Conferences: Second NGO Conference on
Landmines, Report of Preceedings, Geneva, Switzerland, May ,
1994
Date: 1994
File 33: Seminars/Conferences: Organization of African Unity,
Seminar on Landmines: The OAU and the Problems Posed by the
Proliferation of Landmines in Africa, Ethiopia, Africa , 1995
Date: 1995
File 34: Seminars/Conferences: International Red Cross
Informational Pamphlets, 1992
Date: 1992
File 35: Seminars/Conferences: International Red Cross Media
Kit, 1994
Date: 1994
File 36: Seminars/Conferences: International Red Cross Media
Kit, 1995
Date: 1995
File 37: Seminars/Conferences: International Red Cross,
Statement on Anti-Personnel Mines and Proposed Amendments to
Protocol II, January , 1995
Date: 1995
File 38: Writings: Proposed Study in International Trade in Non-
Major Weapons , 1993
Date: 1993
File 39: Writings: 'Mobilizing Against the Hidden Killers and
Their Legacies': A talk to the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) Africa Landmines Seminars/Prexy Nesbitt, Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, Harare, Zimbabwe, February , 1995
Date: 1995
Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection
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File 40: Writings: Part 1: 'Security Without War: A Post-Cold
War Foreign Policy'/ Michael H., Shuman, Hal Harvey, Daniel J.
Arbess, 1993
Date: 1993
File 41: Writings: Part 2: 'Security Without War: A Post-Cold
War Foreign Policy'/ Michael H., Shuman, Hal Harvey, Daniel J.
Arbess, 1993
Date: 1993
File 42: Writings: Part 3: 'Security Without War: A Post-Cold
War Foreign Policy'/ Michael H., Shuman, Hal Harvey, Daniel J.
Arbess, 1993
Date: 1993
File 43: Writings: Articles about Landmines, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 44: Writings: Articles about Landmines, 1994
Date: 1994
File 45: Writings: Articles about Landmines, 1995
Date: 1995
File 46: Writings: Articles about Landmines, collected by Jody
Williams, 1995
Date: 1995
File 47: Writings: International Campaign to Ban Landmines
newsletter, edition 2 through edition 6, 1995
Date [inclusive]: 1995
File 48: Writings: Magazines with Landmine articles, 1992
Date: 1992
File 49: Writings: Magazines with Landmine articles, 1993, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1993, 1997
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series 3: Journal Articles and Other Writings, Box 3, 1970-1999
Date [inclusive]: 1970-1999
About the Series
The series contains journal articles, newspaper articles, booklets, scripts, and other writings relating to oppression,
police brutality, and race relations in various parts of the world.
Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection
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Series Arrangement
Arranged in chronological order
Title/Description Instances
File 24: 'From Constabulary to Police Society: Implications for
Social Control' by Evelyn Parks, Catalyst, Summer, 1970
Date: 1970
File 25: 'Education and Underemployment in the Urban Ghetto' by
Bennett Harrison, The American Economic Review, Vol. LXII,
no. 5, December, 1972
Date: 1972
File 26: 'Militarism and Imperialism' by Henry Magdoff, The
American Economic Review, vol. LX, no. 2, May , 1973
Date: 1973
File 27: "Vice, Corruption, Bureaucracy, and Power' by William J.
Chambliss, Wisconsin Law Review, Vol. 1971, no.1, 1973
Date: 1973
File 28: 'American Slavery and the Capitalist World-Economy: A
Review Essay' , Immanuel Wallerstein, to appear in the American
Journal of Sociology, 1974
Date: 1974
File 29: 'The Rural Economy in the Modern World Society, by
Immanuel Wallerstein, Keynote address for Conference on Food
and the Rural Economy: Rural Populations in the Industrial Food
System, 1975
Date: 1975
File 30: 'Old Problems and New Syntheses: The Relation of
Revolutionary Ideas and Practices' by Immanuel Wallerstein, The
Sorokin Lecture, University of Saskatchewan, February, 1975
Date: 1975
File 31: 'Semi-Peripheral Countries and the Contemporary World
Crisis' by Immanuel Wallerstein, Prepared for seminar of Centro
de Estudios del Desarollo (CENDES), Universidad Central de
Venezuela, May, 1975
Date: 1975
File 32: 'The Turner Diaries' by Andrew MacDonald, 1978
Date: 1978
File 33: 'Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars: Tenth Anniversary
Isse: Vietnam' , 1978
Date: 1978
File 34: 'Kenya's Political Legacy and the Politics of the New
Presidency', by Peter Anyang Nyongo, given as lecture at St
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Lawrence University, the University of California, Los Angeles
and Berkeley, and Stanford University during summer, , 1980
Date: 1980
File 35: CIA-Related newspaper clippings, , 1980
Date: 1980
File 36: 'On Company Business', broadcast as part of PBS non-
fiction television on May 9th, WNET/THIRTEEN channel, New
York, NY - Part 1, 1980
Date: 1980
File 37: 'On Company Business', broadcast as part of PBS non-
fiction television on May 9th, WNET/THIRTEEN channel, New
York, NY - Part 2, 1980
Date: 1980
File 38: 'On Company Business', broadcast as part of PBS non-
fiction television on May 9th, WNET/THIRTEEN channel, New
York, NY - Part 3, 1980
Date: 1980
File 39: 'Indians, Missionaries, and the Promised Land:
Photographs from Paraguay' by Luke Holland, 1980
Date: 1980
File 40: Atlanta Georgia (United States) newspaper articles about
murder of minorities, 1980
Date: 1980
File 41: Atlanta, Georgia (United States) articles about murder of
minorities: Andrew Young response, 1981
Date: 1981
File 42: Newspaper articles regarding police brutality, Brooklyn,
NY , 1981
Date: 1981
File 43: 'Violence, The Ku Klux Klan, and the Struggle for
Equality: An Informational and Instructional Kit' by the
Connecticut Education Association, the Council on Interracial
Books for Children, and the National Education Association, 1981
Date: 1981
File 44: 'Peace and Black Liberation: The Contributions of W.E.B.
DuBois' by Manning Marable, to be published in Science and
Society, 1983; prepared for opening plenary "The Arms Race vs.
Human Needs Conference, June, , 1983
Date: 1983
File 45: Thirtieth Session of the Race Relations Institute at Fisk
University , Nashville TN. Program theme: The Arms Race vs.
Human Needs: National Dialogue on Jobs, Peace, and Freedom,
June, , 1983
Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt Collection
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Date: 1983
File 46: Newspaper article: 'Should the Poor Organize?', New
York Times Review, 1998
Date: 1998
File 47: 'Heroic Hearts: How the Dream of Martin Luther King
Came True on the Battlefields of Vietnam: The Bloods Photo
Album: An Illustrated History of the Black Experience in the
Vietnam War' by Wallace Terry, 1999
Date: 1999
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series 4: Southern Africa, Box 3, 1977-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1977-2000
About the Series
The series contains materials related to the region of Southern Africa, the southernmost region of Africa, and which
includes several countries.
Series Arrangement
The series is arranged alphabetically and further arranged chronologically when multiple files bearing the same
name are present
Title/Description Instances
File 1: AIDS, 1993
Date: 1993
File 2: BAOBAB Notes newsletter, 1994-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1994-1995
File 3: BAOBAB Notes newsletter, 1997
Date: 1997
File 4: BAOBAB Notes: Clarity Film Productions
correspondence, 1996
Date: 1996
File 5: Drought and Famine, 1992
Date: 1992
File 6: Episcopal Churchpeople for a Free Southern Africa
newsletter, 1997-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1997-1998
File 7: Focus Africa newsletter, 1995
Date: 1995
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File 8: Grantmakers Notes newsletter, 1994
Date: 1994
File 9: Multinational Monitor newsletter, 2000
Date: 2000
File 10: Peace and International Cooperation information, 1994
Date: 1994
File 11: Report to South African, Namibia, and Zimbabwe/The
Africa Fund Delegation of U.S. State Legislators, 1995
Date: 1995
File 12: Southern Africa News Clips (compiled: Council on
Foundations), 1998
Date: 1998
File 13: Southern Africa News Features (SARDC Service), 1994
Date: 1994
File 14: Southern Africa News Features (SARDC Service), 1997
Date: 1997
File 15: Southern Africa Report/Toronto Committee for Links
between Southern Africa and Canada, 1996
Date: 1996
File 16: Southern Africa Report/Toronto Committee for Links
between Southern Africa and Canada, 1997
Date: 1997
File 17: Solidarity/Mutuality Tour with Prexy Nesbitt, report, Dan
Swinney, 1998
Date: 1998
File 18: Testimony for the U.S. House of Representatives
Subcommittee on Africa/Gay J. McDougall, Director, Southern
Africa Project, 1992
Date: 1992
File 19: University of the Western Cape Conference (Centre for
Southern Africa Studies), 1992-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1993
File 20: University of the Western Cape Conference (Centre for
Southern Africa Studies) , 1993
Date: 1993
File 21: Paper: 'Black Consciousness in Southern Africa:Some
Facts and Figures' / Hirson, Baruch, 1977
Date: 1977
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File 22: Paper: "When Sanctions Worked". excerpt from African
Affairs, April , 1988
Date: 1988
File 23: Paper: Open Letter top President Mugabe, Republic of
Zimbabwe/William G. Martin, 1999
Date: 1999
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series 5: South Africa, Box 4 - Box 6, 1960 - 2000
Date [inclusive]: 1960 - 2000
About the Series
The series holds material about the country of South Africa.
Series Arrangement
The series is arranged into four subseries: Organizations and Political Material; Writings, International
Organizations, Subject Files and Newspaper Clippings.
Organization and Political Material holds articles and informational materials about the African National
Congress, the Pan Africanist Congress, South African Communist, South African Government, and the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission
Writings contains articles, speeches, and booklets about South Africa
International Organizations holds material generated by groups working to assist in the struggle agains the apartheid
government in South Africa
Subject Files and Newspaper Clippings contains material about South Africa
Organization and Political Material, 1960-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1960-2000
Title/Description Instances
Box 4
File: 1: African National Congress (ANC) newspaper
clippings, 1979-1981
Date [inclusive]: 1979-1981
File 2: African National Congress (ANC) newspaper
clippings, 1991
Date [inclusive]: 1991
File 3: African National Congress (ANC) newspaper article
compilation, 1980-1981
Date [inclusive]: 1980-1981
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File 4: African National Congress (ANC) newspaper article
compilation, 1980-1982
Date [inclusive]: 1980-1982
File 5: African National Congress (ANC) material, 1991, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1991, 1997
File 6: African National Congress (ANC), O.R. Tambo
statements, 1980, 1982
Date [inclusive]: 1980, 1982
File 7: Eyethu Imbali Trust annual report, 1992/1993
Date [inclusive]: 1992/1993
File 8: Elections, 1992-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1994
File 9: Political Trials (articles), 1977-1980
Date [inclusive]: 1977-1980
File 10: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) "PAC In Perspective",
1960
Date [inclusive]: 1960
File 11: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), "Crisis in the
Revolution", 1963
Date [inclusive]: 1963
File 12: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC), "The PAC Exists to
Subvert the South African Liberation Struggle", 1967
Date [inclusive]: 1967
File 13: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) "Development
Strategy of the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania", 1975
Date [inclusive]: 1975
File 14: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) "Crisis in the PAC",
1978
Date [inclusive]: 1978
File 15: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) "Profiles of Leballo's
Gang", 1978
Date [inclusive]: 1978
File 16: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) "Manifesto of the
Azania People's Revolutionary Party", 1979
Date [inclusive]: 1979
File 17: Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) Publications and
Reports, 1978-1980
Date [inclusive]: 1978-1980
File 18: South African Communist Party documents, 1998
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Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 19: South African Government, "Poverty & Inequity in
South Africa" , 1998
Date [inclusive]: 1998
File 20: South African Government documents, 1999-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1999-2000
File 21: South African Government, General Election booklet,
1999
Date: 1999
File 22: South Africa Regions: Constitutional options and
their implications for good government and a sound economy/
confidential report for discussion with political parties, 1991
Date: 1991
File 23: Truth Commission documents, 1994-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1994-1995
File 24: Truth Commission documents, 1994-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1994-1995
File 25: Youth Services report, "Growing Up Tough: A
National Survey of South African Youth", 1993
Date: 1993
Writings, 1976-1999
Date [inclusive]: 1976-1999
Title/Description Instances
Box 4
File 26: Apartheid Debt, produced for Jubilee 2000 by
Alternative Informations and Development Centre, 2000
Date: 2000
File 27: Apartheid Publications, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 28: "Black Consciousness Movement of South Africa"
by Ranwedzi Nengwekhulu, speech given to the Assembly of
IUEF, Geneva, November , 1976
Date: 1976
File 29: "Chronicles of the 1976 Soweto Uprising", by Sara
Rodreues, special to The Guardian, April , 1979
Date: 1979
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File 30: Democracy in Action newsletter produced by Journal
of the Institute for Democracy in South Africa, col 9, no 3,
June, 1995
Date: 1995
File 31: Destabilization Analysis by Joseph D. Reilly,
January , 1992
Date: 1992
File 32: Ecumenical Advice Bureau, '100 Days in the New
South Africa', 1994
Date: 1994
File 33: FREESA: Development Fund for South Africa,
annual report, 1994
Date: 1994
File 34: 'Holding Together South Africa' by J. Daniel
O'Flaherty in Foreign Affairs vol. 72, no 4, 1993
Date: 1993
File 35: Indicator South Africa magazine, vol 16, no 4,
summer , 1999
Date: 1999
File 36: Indicator South Africa magazine, vol 16, no 1, March,
2000
Date: 2000
File 37: Institute of Social Sciences memorial lecture: Justice
Albie Sachs, December, , 1998
Date: 1998
File 37: Moses Mayekiso visit to Chicago, April , 1993
Date: 1993
File 38: Thabo M. Mbeki visit to Chicago, 1996
Date: 1996
File 39: Mbeki's South Africa compilation of articles , 1999
Date: 1999
File 40: Operation Push speech delivered by Rozell (Prexy)
Nesbitt, February, 1991
Date: 1991
File 41: 'Reconstruction and Reconciliation in South Africa:
The Role of Race by James A. Joseph, Hart Leadership
Lecture, Duke University, NC, April , 1998
Date: 1998
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File 42: 'They Have Killed My Children: One Community in
Conflict, 1983 - 1990' by Father Time Smith, SJ, regarding
Elandskop , South Africa, 1990
Date: 1990
File 43: Towards South African Democracy articles: 'DeKlerk
Can Handle the Transition' by Peter J. Duignan and' ANC-
Inspired Violence Poses a Threat' by Michael Radu, 1991
Date [inclusive]: 1991
File 44: "Security Focus' magazine produced by Security
Association of South Africa, vol. 12, no 4, April , 1994
Date: 1994
International Organizations, 1983-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1983-2000
Title/Description Instances
Box 5
File 1: American Committee on Africa, 1994
Date: 1994
File 2: American Friends Service Committee, Africa
Connections, 1997-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1997-1998
File 3: American Friends Service Committee materials,
1998-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1998-2000
File 4: American Friends Service Committee materials,
1999-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1999-2000
File 5: Amnesty Africa, March-September, 1998
Date: 1998
File 6: Arms Trade Policy information, 1994
Date: 1994
Files 7: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
bulletin (winter), 1996
Date: 1996
File 8: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
bulletin (fall), 1996
Date: 1996
File 9: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
bulletin (fall), 1997
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Date: 1997
File 10: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
bulletin (spring), 1998
Date: 1998
File 11: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
bulletin (fall), 1998
Date: 1998
File 12: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
special bulletin (October), 1998
Date: 1998
File 13: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
letter, 1997
Date: 1997
File 14: Association of Concerned African Scholars (ACAS)
letter, 1998
Date: 1998
File 15: Bread for the World, Drought in African, 1992
Date: 1992
File 16: Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) ,
1995
Date: 1995
File 17: Episcopal Churchpeople for a Free South African
(ECSA), 1998
Date: 1998
File 18: Episcopal Churchpeople for a Free South African
(ECSA). Religion in South Africa, 1991
Date: 1991
File 19: Labor Against Apartheid, 'Summary U.S. Trade
Actions Against Apartheid' , 1983
Date: 1983
File 20: Midwest Center for Labor Research (MCLR) , 1999
Date: 1999
File 21: Midwest Center for Labor Research (MCLR) , 1999
Date: 1999
File 22: 'Our Town Out of South Africa: A keuy to gaining
community control over your city's public funds' published, by
Stop Banking on Apartheid, 1982
Date: 1982
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File 23: South African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU),
Toronto, Canada , 1984
Date: 1984
File 24: Shared Interest, New York, NY, 1999
Date: 1999
File 25: Shared Interest, New York, NY, 1998
Date: 1998
File 26: Shared Interest, New York, NY, 1998 - 1999
Date: 1998 - 1999
File 27: South African Exchange Program newsletter, 1998
Date: 1998
File 28: 'South Africa: Foreign Assistance, A Directory'
published by Institute of International Education, New York,
NY, 1994
Date: 1994
File 29: South Africa Research Report, published by Council
on Economic Priorities, New York, NY, 1994
Date: 1994
File 30: 'Soviet - African Trade: The Western Business
Response', published by Institute for the Study of Conflict, ,
1980
Date: 1980
File 31: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid 'Time for
Sanctions Against Apartheid South Africa is Now', 1981-1982
Date [inclusive]: 1981-1982
File 32: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, U.N.
Publications List and Comprehensive Indexes, 1967-1982,
1983
Date: 1983
File 33: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid,
'Developments in Cultural Boycott Against South Africa',
1983
Date: 1983
File 34: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid materials,
1983-1984
Date [inclusive]: 1983-1984
File 35: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, 'Directory
of North American Non-Governmental Organizations
Engaged Against Apartheid', 1984
Date: 1984
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File 36: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, Texts
of Addresses at Opening Session from the North American
Regional Conference for Action Against Apartheid, June ,
1984
Date: 1984
File 37: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, 'Relations
Between Canada and South Africa' published for the North
American Regional Conference for Action Against Apartheid ,
1984
Date: 1984
File 38: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, 'Relations
Between United States of America and South Africa'
published for the North American Regional Conference for
Action Against Apartheid , 1984
Date: 1984
File 39: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, Draft
Declaration from the North American Regional Conference
for Action Against Apartheid , 1984
Date: 1984
File 40: United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, Provisional
List of Participants and Observers for the North American
Regional Conference for Action Against Apartheid , 1984
Date: 1984
File 41: United Nations 'South African Destabilization'
publication, 1989
Date: 1989
File 42: United Nations Permanent Mission to South Africa
press release, 1991
Date: 1991
File 43: University of Wisconsin African Studies Program
'Competing for Power: An Analysis of Conflicting Interests in
South African Society 1924-1948', 1994
Date: 1994
File 44: USAID in South Africa published by Africa Policy
Information Center (APIC), 1995
Date: 1995
File 45: Washington Office on Africa: 'A History of U.S.
Assistance Programs in South Africa', 1991
Date: 1991
Subject Files and Newspaper Clippings, 1977-2000
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Date [inclusive]: 1977-2000
Box 6
Title/Description Instances
File 1: Subject Files: Black English, 1996
Date: 1996
File 2: Subject Files: Black People's Convention, 1977
Date: 1977
File 3: Subject Files: Guide to Facing The Truth with Bill
Moyers, 1999
Date: 1999
File 4: Subject Files: Harvard Crimson, Nelson Mandela
Comes to Harvard, September, 1998
Date: 1998
File 5: Subject Files: Harvard Educational Review: vol.
68, no. 2, 'Symposium: Colonialism and Working-Class
Resistance: Puerto Rican Education in the United States', 1998
Date: 1998
File 6: Subject Files: Health Development in South Africa,
1996
Date: 1996
File 7: Subject Files: HIV/AIDS in South Africa, 2000
Date: 2000
File 8: Subject Files: Human Rights Commission 'Two South
Africas: A People's Geography', 1992
Date: 1992
File 9: Subject Files: Immigranten newsletter, no. 1, 1982
Date: 1982
File 10: Subject Files: Plain Truth: a magazine of
understanding, April, 1988
Date: 1988
File 11: Subject Files: Puerto Rico History (Africa), 1998
Date: 1998
File 12: Subject Files: South Africa Multimedia Series
Proposal, 1999
Date: 1999
File 13: Subject Files: South Africa and the Non-Proliferation
Treaty , 1991
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Date: 1991
File 14: Subject Files: University of Natal, NU Focus
magazine, vol 2 no 1, 1991
Date: 1991
File 15: Subject Files: Various Apartheid Publications,
1990-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1992
File 16: Clippings: South Africa, 1984-1988
Date [inclusive]: 1984-1988
File 17: Clippings: South Africa, 1990-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1993
File 18: Clippings: South Africa, 1990-1991
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1991
File 19: Clippings: South Africa, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 20: Clippings: South Africa, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 21: Clippings: South Africa, 1995
Date: 1995
File 22: Clippings: South Africa, 1997-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1997-1998
File 23: Clippings: South Africa, 1998
Date: 1998
File 24: Clippings: South Africa, 1998-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1998-2000
File 25: Clippings: South Africa, 1999
Date: 1999
File 26: Clippings: South Africa - Children, 1995
Date: 1995
File 27: Clippings: South Africa - Conditions and Apartheid,
1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 28: Clippings: South Africa - Conditions and Apartheid,
1992-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1993
File 29: Clippings: South Africa - Foreign Relations,
1991-1992
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Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 30: Clippings: South Africa - Human Rights, 1989
Date: 1989
File 31: Clippings: South Africa - Income Distribution, 1991
Date: 1991
File 32: Clippings: South Africa - Military, 1991-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1993
File 33: Clippings: South Africa - Sanctions, 1990-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1992
File 34: Clippings: South Africa - Violence, 1989-1990
Date [inclusive]: 1989-1990
File 35: Clippings: South Africa - Violence, 1989-1990
Date [inclusive]: 1989-1990
File 36: Clippings: South Africa - Violence, 1990-1991
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1991
File 37: Clippings: South Africa - Violence, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 38: Clippings: South Africa - Violence, 1993
Date: 1993
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series 6: Mozambique, Box 7 - Box 7.5, 1979-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1979-2000
About the Series
This series contains material related to the country of Mozambique.
Series Arrangement
The series is arranged in alphabetical order, with box 7.5, newspaper clippings, arranged in chronological order.
Box 7, 1979-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1979-2000
Title/Description Instances
File 1: American Friends Service Committee (AFSC)
Mozambique Women in Development Program 1998-2000
Proposal, 1998
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Date: 1998
File 2: C.A.R.E., 1992
Date: 1992
File 3: CCM Delegation in Nampula Province Election Report,
1994
Date: 1994
File 4: Chicago Mozambique Network, 1998
Date: 1998
File 5: Children of Mozambique/Africa Watch, 1991
Date: 1991
File 6: Conference: Africa in the '90s Conference 'Getting
Beyond the Elephants: Africa in the 90s' address, Prexy Nesbitt,
Senior Consultant Mozambique Government, 1992
Date: 1992
File 7: Conference: Conflict and Conflict Resolution in
Mozambique: A Conference Report, 1992
Date: 1992
File 8: Conference: National Summit on Africa: Southeast
Regional Summittt: Building a U.S. - Africa Partnership for
Cooperation and Growth, 1998
Date: 1998
File 9: Investing in Mozambique, 1993
Date: 1993
File 10: Justica Popular: December 1985, June 1986, December
1988 issues, 1985-1987
Date [inclusive]: 1985-1987
File 11: Machel, Graca, Executive Director , Associacao Para O
Desenvolvimento Da Comunidade, 1992-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1995
File 12: Mozambique, General Information, 1986, 1991
Date [inclusive]: 1986, 1991
File 13: Mozambique General Information, 1989
Date: 1989
File 14: Mozambique Aid, 1993
Date: 1993
File 15: Mozambique AIM (Agencia de Informacao de
Mocambique) report, 1994
Date: 1994
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File 16: Mozambique Cease Fire , 1991-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1993
File 17: Mozambique Election Report, 1994
Date: 1994
File 18: Mozambique Elections, 1995
Date: 1995
File 19: Mozambique Floods, 2000
Date: 2000
File 20: Mozambique Floods and Debt, 2000
Date: 2000
File 21: Mozambique Government - Prime Minister of
Mozambique Speech, April, 1995
Date: 1995
File 22: Mozambique Government , 1990, 1992
Date [inclusive]: 1990, 1992
File 23: Mozambique Information Bulletin, 1994
Date: 1994
File 24: Mozambique File (newsletter), 1994
Date: 1994
File 25: Mozambique Solidarity Office (MSO), 1993
Date: 1993
File 26: Mozambique Solidarity Office (MSO), 1993
Date: 1993
File 27: Mozambique Solidarity Office (MSO), 1994
Date: 1994
File 28: Mozambique Solidarity Office (MSO) , 2000
Date: 2000
File 29: Mozambique Solidarity Office (MSO), 2000
Date: 2000
File 30: Mozambique - National Report on Mozambique on
Social Development, 1995
Date: 1995
File 31: Mozambique - Strife, 1994-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1994-2000
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File 32: Newsletter - Southern Africa, 'Mozambique 14 Years
On: Exclusive Interview: Chissanot: Problems and Prospects',
June, 1993
Date: 1993
File 33: Peace Process Bulletins (January, May, June issues),
1993
Date: 1993
File 34: Peace Process Bulletins (September 1997 and March
1998 issues), 1997-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1997-1998
File 35: Political Parties, 1990
Date: 1990
File 36: Rename Documents, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 37: Refugee Accounts, 1988
Date: 1988
File 38: SARDC-Mozambique Chronology, 1993
Date: 1993
File 39: Social Reconstruction Proposal, 1995
Date: 1995
File 40: South Africa-Mozambique Politics, 1992
Date: 1992
File 41: Tambo, O.R. Freelimo Speech, 1983
Date: 1983
File 42: United Nations Chemical Warfare, 1992
Date: 1992
File 43: United State Policy: Mozambique, 1992
Date: 1992
File 44: United States Policy - Southern Africa, 1990
Date: 1990
File 45: United States and Rename, 1995
Date: 1995
File 46: Wilson, K.B.: 'A State of the Art Review of Research
on Internally Displaced, Refugees and Returnees from and in
Mozambique', 1992
Date: 1992
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File 48: Workshop Proposal: To Convene a Workshop on
Democratisation and REconstruction (Tanzania/Mozambique/
Angola), 1979
Date: 1979
File 49: 'Who We Are: Voices From Mozambique' by Lorraine
Johnson, 1995
Date: 1995
File 50: 'We Are People: Voices From Mozambique' by Lorraine
Johnson, 1998
Date: 1998
File 51: UGC (Unlao Geral Das Cooperativas) Debt- Origins Of,
2000
Date: 2000
File 52: Photographs, 1994
Date: 1994
Physical Description: 11 captioned images including:
President Chissano and his wife in Freelimo; Brazao Mazula,
Chairman of the National Elections Commission, announces
the results of Mozambique's first multiparty general elections;
Frelimo supporters wearing traditional masks during the
election campaign; Renamo leader Afonso Dhlakama talks
with Carlos Jeque, independent candidate; leaders of the
opposition parties MONAMO and FUMO listen to the
election results; A Maputo citizen casts his vote; Brazao
Mazula, Chairman of the National Elections Commission,
casts his vote; Afonso Dhlakama, Leader of Renamo, Vicente
Ululu, Renamo General Secretary, and Transport Minister
Armado Gubuza chat together before the official election
results announcement; Aeriel view of Maputo City; Members
and supporters of Renamo demonstrate outside the Renamo
office in the central town of Dondo during the election
campaign; UN Special Representative Aldo Ajello talks
with Maximo Dias, general secretary of the opposition party
MONAMO shortly after election results were announced.
Box 7.5
Title/Description Instances
File 1: Clippings: Mozambique, 1988-1990
Date [inclusive]: 1988-1990
File 2: Clippings: Mozambique, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 3: Clippings: Mozambique, 1992
Date: 1992
File 4: Clippings: Children, 1992, 1998
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Date [inclusive]: 1992, 1998
File 5: Clippings: Development, 1987, 1990-1991
Date [inclusive]: 1987, 1990-1991
File 6: Clippings: Financial Times: Monzambique, 1991
Date: 1991
File 7: Clippings: The Guardian an independent radical
newspaper, 1990
Date: 1990
File 8: Clippings: Oil Spill, 1992
Date: 1992
File 9: Clippings: Peace, 1990-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1993
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series 7: MacArthur Foundation Files, Box 8, 1947-1997
Date [inclusive]: 1947-1997
About the Series
The series contains material related to Rozell (Prexy) Nesbitt's work at the MacArthur Foundation as the senior
program officer with the Program on Peace and International Cooperation in the 1990s.
Series Arrangement
The material is arranged in alphabetical order, with a sub-series of Correspondence.
Title/Description Instances
File 1: Anti-Defamation League, 1947, 1993-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1947, 1993-1994
File 2: Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders in Philathropy, 1993
Date: 1993
File 3: California, Boston, Washington trip notes and documents,
1994
Date: 1994
File 4: China - Economics, 1990
Date: 1990
File 5: Claude Briand/Peace Program, 1993
Date: 1993
File 6: CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) articles, 1993
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Date: 1993
File 7: Citizens Watch newsletter, Livermore, California, 1993
Date: 1993
File 8: Community Change, Inc., Anti-Racism Collective, Boston,
Massachusetts, 1994
Date: 1994
File 9: Community Development Trust, 1994
Date: 1994
File 10: Community Initiative/John Foster Bey, 1993
Date: 1993
File 11: Community Renewal Society, Chicago Illinois,
1993-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1994
File 12: Commission on Global Governance, Geneva, Switzerland,
1993-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1994
File 13: Conversion and Defense Economy Transition, 1993-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1994
File 14: Conversion and Defense Economy Transition, 1993-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1994
File 15: Conversion Subjects - 'Citizens' Handbook on Military
Base Cleanup and Conversion', published by The Center for
Economic Conversion and the Military Toxics Project, 1993
Date: 1993
File 16: Conversion , 1993-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1994
File 17: Conversion: Dr. Lloyd Dumas, 1993
Date: 1993
File 18: East Timor (Action News) , 1992-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1993
File 19: Foreign Policy List, 1993
Date: 1993
File 20: 'Forging a Peace Economy in Minnesota' , a report for the
Minnesota Task Force on Economic Conversion, 1991
Date: 1991
File 21: Haiti: 'Sanctions in Haiti:Crisis in Humanitarian Action' ,
Harvard Center for Population and Development Studies Working
Paper Series, November, 1993
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Date: 1993
File 22: Highlander Education Center, 1998
Date: 1998
File 23: Immigration, National Strategy Forum, 1993
Date: 1993
File 24: India newspaper clipping, 1993
Date: 1993
Indian Ocean Newsletter, November,, 1992
Date: 1992
File 26: Indigenous People and International Policy Group, 1993
Date: 1993
File 27: Indigenous Peoples, - Louis Delgado, 1994
Date: 1994
Files 28: Lincoln University articles: Center for the Comparative
Study of the Humanities (Pennsylvania) , 1993
Date: 1993
File 29: 'Race, Ethnicity, and Nationalism at the End of the
Twentieth Century', Conference at University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, September 30-October 2, , 1993
Date: 1993
File 30: 'Recovery Strtegies for Three Decades of Economic
Decline in Los Angeles' , Report to the James Irvine Foundation,
by Craig Howard, National economic Development and Law
Center, 1997
Date: 1997
File 31: 'South Africa: The Elections and the Path Ahead' by Prexy
Nesbitt, July , 1994
Date: 1994
File 32: Correspondence: Gretchen Bavier, 1993
Date: 1993
File 33: Correspondence: David Dean, 1993
Date: 1993
File 34: Correspondence: Robin Epstein, 1993
Date: 1993
File 35: Correspondence: Priscilla Haynor, 1997
Date: 1997
File 36: Correspondence: Sasha Hohri, 1993
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Date: 1993
File 37: Correspondence: Lorraine Johnson, 1992
Date: 1992
File 38: RESTRICTED: Mailing Lists, 1992-1994, 1992-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1994
File 39: RESTRICTED: Memorandum , 1993
Date [inclusive]: 1993
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Series 8: Foreign Policy Files, Box 9 - Box 10, 1976-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1976-2000
About the Series
The series contains subject files relating to foreign policy issues as they relate to Africa from the United States and
worldwide.
Series Arrangement
The series is arranged into two sub-series: Foreign Policy Subject Files and United States Foreign Policy Subject
files, each arranged in alphabetical order.
Box 9: Foreign Policy Subject Files, 1988-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1988-1998
Title/Description Instances
File 1: Articles: Africa, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 2: Articles: Sudan , 1992
Date: 1992
File 3: Article: Policing by Consent , 1995
Date: 1995
File 4: Articles: U.S. Politics, 1990-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1992
File 5: Articles: Western Bias Issues, 1991-1992
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1992
File 6: Articles: Women , 1992-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1994
File 7: Articles: Zambia, 1991
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Date: 1991
File 8: Book: Briefing Book on the Military-Industrial
Complex , 1992
Date: 1992
File 9: Chicago Strategy for U.S. Foreign Policy, 1994
Date: 1994
File 10: Clinton Administration and Africa, 1992-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1994
File 11: Clinton In Africa, 1998
Date: 1998
File 12: Communication Policy Studies (Transcripts), 1994
Date: 1994
File 13: Development Update, 1995
Date: 1995
File 14: Documents on Foreign Policy, 1992
Date: 1992
File 15: Documents on U.S. Foreign Policy, 1988, 1991
Date [inclusive]: 1988, 1991
File 16: Documents on South Africa-United States Policy, 1986,
1994-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1986, 1994-1998
File 17: Documents on the United Nations, 1992-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1993
File 18: Documents on Zaire, 1992-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1993
File 19: Documents on Zambia and Zimbabwe, 1992-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1992-1993
File 20: Frontline Article on Mozambique , 1989
Date: 1989
File 21: Foreign Aid Policy: Mozambique
File 22: Foreign Policy:Sweden, 1993
Date: 1993
File 23: Human Rights Watch Jamaica/Sudan, 1994
Date [inclusive]: 1994
File 24: International Campaign Against Arms Trade,
1993-1999
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Date [inclusive]: 1993-1999
File 25: International Seminar of Indigenous People, 1993
Date: 1993
File 26: Interpress Journal, 1994
Date: 1994
File 27: Journal on Women's uprising in Nigeria, 1993
Date: 1993
File 28: Kairos Gathering/Chicago, 1995
Date: 1995
File 29: Letter: American Friends Service Committee, 1994
Date: 1994
File 30: Letter: McGill University, 1994
Date: 1994
File 31: Letter/Article: Turner,Terisa, 1994
Date: 1994
File 32: Letter: Veneklasen, O. Lisa , 1994
Date: 1994
File 33: Letter: White, Susan , 1995
Date: 1995
File 34: National Interest Study Group, 1995
Date: 1995
File 35: National Student Campaign, 1992
Date: 1992
File 36: Report on BICC Panel Discussion, 1995
Date: 1995
File 37: Smith, Faith (Documents on Native American
Communities), 1994
Date: 1994
File 38: South Africa Development Fund, 1998
Date: 1998
File 39: South Africa World Churches, 1994
Date: 1994
File 40: South Scan: African Bulletin, 1994 - 1995
Date [inclusive]: 1994 - 1995
File 41: South Scan: African Bulletin, 1997-1998
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Date [inclusive]: 1997-1998
File 42: Tabb, Bill , 1993
Date: 1993
File 43: The National Toxics Campaign , 1993
Date: 1993
File 44: Threshold Newsletter , 1995
Date: 1995
File 45: U.N. and U.S Evaluation, 1995
Date: 1995
File 46: University of Namibia , 1993
Date: 1993
File 47: U.S. Foreign Policy, 1993
Date: 1993
File 48: Working Draft: South African Perspectives , 1995
Date: 1995
File 49: World Affairs Newsletter , 1993
Date: 1993
File 50: WOSU AM-FM-TV Proposal , 1993
Date: 1993
File 51: WOSU AM-FM-TV Proposal, 1993
Date: 1993
Box 10: United States Foreign Policy Subject Files, 1976-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1976-2000
Title/Description Instances
File 1: African Centre for Human Rights Studies , 1991
Date: 1991
File 2: African Economy and Education , 1991-1993
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1993
File 3: Chicago Committee in Solidarity with Southern Africa
(CCISSA) Draft Report , 1995
Date: 1995
File 4: Chicago Southern Africa Coalition (CSAC) , 1976
Date: 1976
File 5: Chicago Southern Africa Coalition (CSAC), 1976
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Date: 1976
File 6: Chicago Southern Africa Coalition (CSAC), 1976
Date: 1976
File 7: Depelchin, Jacques (Research and Writing on Africa) ,
1995
Date: 1995
File 8: Directory: Websites on Africa , 2000
Date: 2000
File 9: Documents: Africa , 1993
Date: 1993
File 10: Documents: Africa and U.S. Policy , 1994
Date: 1994
File 11: Documents: Namibia , 1995
Date: 1995
File 12: Documents: Republic of Namibia , 1994-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1994-1995
File 13: Documents: U.S. Policy , 1994
Date: 1994
File 14: Foreign Policy on Africa , 1997-2000
Date [inclusive]: 1997-2000
File 15: Human Rights Watch: Africa , 1998
Date: 1998
File 16: Human Rights: Southern Africa , 1993-1995, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1995, 1997
File 17: Interaction Council , 1993
Date: 1993
File 18: Kaiser Family Report on Southern Africa , 1993
Date: 1993
File 19: Namibia Review , 1994-1995
Date [inclusive]: 1994-1995
File 20: Newsletters: African Policy , 1993
Date: 1993
File 21: Newsletter: Africa Recovery , 1998
Date: 1998
File 22: Newsletter: African Studies Association , 1997
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Date: 1997
File 23: Newsletter: Africa Watch , 1991
Date: 1991
File 24: Newsletter: Angola News , 1997-1998
Date [inclusive]: 1997-1998
File 25: Newsletter: Southern Africa Newsclips, 1997
Date: 1997
File 26: Newsletter: TransAfrica , 1981-1984, 1986
Date [inclusive]: 1981-1984, 1986
File 27: President Jimmy Carter Report on Africa , 1993
Date: 1993
File 28: Program for Peace Cooperation Proposal , 1991
Date: 1991
File 29: Program for Peace Cooperation Proposal , 1993
Date: 1993
File 30: Remarks from White House conference, 1994
Date: 1994
File 31: Report: Actions in Africa and African Grant Making,
1993
Date: 1993
File 32:Report: Midwest Regional Consultation on US Policy
Toward Africa, 1993
Date: 1993
File 33: Southern African News Features, 1993, 1997
Date [inclusive]: 1993, 1997
File 34: South African Research and Documentation Centre
(SARDC) , 1993
Date: 1993
File 35: Structure Adjustment in Africa , 1993-1994
Date [inclusive]: 1993-1994
File 36: Testimony: Assistant Secretary of Ste for African
Affairs, Herman J. Cohen, Before the Senate Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Africa, September 23 , 1992
Date: 1992
File 37: Timeline of African History, excerpt from 'White on
Black: Images of Africa and Blacks in Western Popular Culture',
1992
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Date: 1992
File 38: University of Namibia Development Plan, 1995-1999
Date [inclusive]: 1995-1999
File 39: Washington Notes on Africa, 1991-1997
Date [inclusive]: 1991-1997
^ Return to Table of Contents
Series 9: Books, Box 11 - Box 17, 1928-2005
Date [inclusive]: 1928-2005
About the Series
The series contains books and is arranged into seven subseries: Africa, Southern Africa, East Africa, African
Countries, South Africa, Non-African Countries, and General.
Africa holds books specific to the contenent of Africa, arranged by publication date
Southern Africa contains books related to the region of Southern Africa, which includes several countries, arranged
by publication date.
African Countries holds books specific to a particular African country arranged alphabetically by country name and
publication date
South Africa contains books about the country of South Africa, arranged by publication date.
Non-African Countries holds books relating to other areas of the world where oppression had occurred including the
Caribbean, China, East Timor, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Sri Lanka, United States, and Viet Nam, arranged by country
name and publication date.
General contains books about topics of race relations, oppression, global politics and other topics, arranged by
publication date.
Africa
Title/Description Instances
Box 11
Item 1: "Adventures of an African Slaver" by Theodore Canot
edited by Malcolm Cowley, 1928
Date: 1928
Item 2: "Attitude Toward Africa: Survey of the Main
Problems of British Africa, Suggesting the Lines of Policy that
any British Government Should Follow in the Years Ahead"
edited by W. Arthur Lewis, Michael Scott, et al, 1951
Date: 1951
Item 3: "Inside Africa" by John Gunther, 1955
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Date: 1955
Item 4: "Revolution in Africa" by K. Madhu Panikkar, 1961
Date: 1961
Item 5: "Documents on Modern Africa" by T. Walter
Wallbank, 1964
Date: 1964
Item 6: "Islam in Tropical Africa: Studies presented and
discussed at the fifth international African seminar Ahmadu
Bello University, Caria, January 1964" edited by I.M. Lewis,
1966
Date: 1966
Item 7: "African Women: Their Legal Status in South Africa"
by H.J. Simmons, 1968
Date: 1968
Item 8: "African Communists Speak: Articles and Documents
from The African Communist" by Nauka Publishing House,
Central Departmet of Oriental Literature, Moscow, 1970
Date: 1970
General
Annotated
Item 9: "The African Reader: Independent Africa" edited by
Wilfred Cartey and Martin Kilson, 1970
Date: 1970
Item 10: "China and Africa, 1949-1970: The Foreign Policy of
the People's Republic of China" by Bruce D. Larkin, 1971
Date: 1971
Item 11: "Historical Study of African Religion" by T.O.
Ranger and Isaria Kimambo, 1972
Date: 1972
Item 12: "Bush Rebels: Personal Account of Black Revolt in
Africa" by Barbara Cornwall, 1972
Date: 1972
Item 13: "Anatomy of African Misery" by Lord Oliver, 1972
Date: 1972
Item 14: "Commando: A Boer Journal of the Boer War" by
Deneys Reitz, 1975
Date: 1975
Item 15: "Communist Call to Africa" , 1976
Date: 1976
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Item 16: "Socialism in Sub-Saharan Africa: A New
Assessment" edited by Carl G. Rosberg and Thomas M.
Callaghy, 1979
Date: 1979
Item 17: "Politics of Africa: Dependence and Development"
edited by Timothy M. Shaw and Kenneth A. Heard, 1979
Date: 1979
Item 18: "Afrocommunism" by David and Marina Ottaway,
1981
Date: 1981
General
correspondence folded inside book
Item 19: "Crisis in Africa: Battleground of East and West" by
Arthur Gavshon, 1981
Date: 1981
Item 20: "Africans" by David Lamb, 1982
Date: 1982
Item 21: "Africa: A Directory of Resources" edited by Thomas
P. Fenton and Mary J. Heffron, 1987
Date: 1987
Item 22: "African Game Trails" edited by Peter Capstick,
1988
Date: 1988
Item 23: "Science for Development in Africa:Preceedings
of the Consultation on the Management of Science for
Development in Africa" edited by Thomas R. Odhiambo and
T.T. Isoun, 1988
Date: 1988
Item 24: "Power and Need in Africa" by Ben Wisner, 1989
Date: 1989
Item 25: "Toward Partnership in Africa" by InterAction:
American Council for Voluntary Action, 1990
Date: 1990
Item 26: "Regional Integration in Africa: Unfinished Agenda"
edited by Anyang Nyong'o, 1990
Date: 1990
Item 27: "Beyond Safaris: A Guide to Building People-to-
People Ties with Africa" by Kevin Danaher, 1991
Date: 1991
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General
signed and personalized to Prexy
Item 28: "Conflict Resolution in Africa" edited by Francis
Deng and William Zartman, 1991
Date: 1991
Item 29: "Short Changed: Africa and World Trade" by
Michael Barratt Brown and Pauline Tiffen, 1992
Date: 1992
Item 30: "In My Father's House: African in the Philosophy of
Culture" by Kwame Anthony Appiah, 1992
Date: 1992
Box 12
Item 1: "Africa within the World: Beyond Dispossession
and Dependence" by African Centre for Development and
Strategic Studies, 1993
Date: 1993
Item 2: "Politics of Africa's Economic Recovery" by Richard
Sandbrook, 1993
Date: 1993
Item 3: "Living Under Contract: contract farming and agrarian
transformation in Sub-Saharan Africa" edited by Peter D.
Little and Michael J. Watts, 1994
Date: 1994
Item 4: "Africa's Wars and Prospects for Peace" by Raymond
Copson, 1994
Date: 1994
Item 5: "Africa: World Press Guide to Educational Resources
From and About Africa" compiled by WorldViews, 1997
Date: 1997
Item 6: "Making Connections for Africa: Report from a
Constituency Builders' Dialogue" by Imani Countess et al,
1997
Date: 1997
Item 7: "Moi: The Making of an African Statesman" by
Andrew Morton, 1998
Date: 1998
Item 8: "Aid to Africa: so much to do, so little done" by Carol
Lancaster, 1999
Date: 1999
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Southern Africa
Title/Description Instances
Box 12
Item 9: "Southern Africa in Crisis" edited by Gwendolen M.
Carter and Patrick O'Meara, 1977
Date: 1977
Item 10: "Freedom Rising: Life Under Apartheid Through the
Eyes of An American on a Four-Year Clandestine Journey
Through Southern Africa" by James North, 1985
Date: 1985
Item 11: "Religious Right in Southern Africa" by Paul
Gifford, 1988
Date: 1988
Item 12: "Harvests Under Fire: Regional Cooperation for Food
Security in Southern Africa" by Carol B. Thompson, 1991
Date: 1991
Item 13: "Changing Fortunes: War, Diplomacy, and
Economics in Southern Africa" by Robert S. Jaster, Moeletsi
Mbeki, et al, 1991
Date: 1991
Item 14: "Liquor and Labor in Southern Africa" by Jonathan
Crush and Charles Ambler, 1992
Date: 1992
Item 15: "Southern Africa at the Crossroads? " edited by Larry
Benjamin and Christopher Gregory, 1992
Date: 1992
Item 16: "History of Southern Africa, second edition" by J.D.
Omer-Cooper, 1994
Date: 1994
Item 17: "The New Is Not Yet Born: Conflict Resolution
in Southern Africa" by Thomas Ohlson and Stephen John
Stedman, 1994
Date: 1994
Item 18: "Still Killing: Landmines in Southern Africa" by
Human Rights Watch Arms Project, 1997
Date: 1997
Item 19: "The Checkbook and the Cruise Missile" by David
Barsamian and Arundhati Roy, 2004
Date: 2004
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East Africa
Title/Description Instances
Box 12
Item 20: "Tanganyikan Guerrilla: East African Campaign
1914-1918" by (Major) J. Rodger Sibley, 1971
Date: 1971
Item 21: "Imperialism in East Africa, vol. 1, Imperialism &
Exploitation" by Dan Nabudere, 1981
Date: 1981
African Countries
Title/Description Instances
Box 13
Item 1: "Congo: To Katanga and Back" by Conor Cruise
O'Brien, 1965
Date: 1965
Item 2: "Congo: Tshombe" by Anthony Bouscaren, 1967
Date: 1967
Item 3: "Ethiopia: Class and Revolution in Ethiopia" by John
Markakis and Nega Ayele, 1978
Date: 1978
Item 4: "Kenya: Land, Freedom & Fiction:History and
Ideology in Kenya" by David Maughan-Brown, 1985
Date: 1985
Item 5: "Kenya: Cultue of Politics in Modern Kenya" by
Angelique Haugerud, 1997
Date: 1997
Item 6: "Kenya: Juvenile Injustice: Police Abuse and
Detention of Street Children in Kenya" by Human Rights
Watch, 1997
Date: 1997
Item 7: "Mozambique: Vote for Peace: Mozambique's General
Elections Final Report" by SARDC (Southern Africa Research
and Documentation Centre), 1994
Date: 1994
Item 8: "Mozambique: Atlas Geografico, vol. 1" by Republica
Popular de Mocambique , 1986
Date: 1986
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Item 9: "Namibia: Political and Military Framework" by J.E.
Spence, 1975
Date: 1975
Item 10: "Namibia: Remember Kassinga and Other Papers on
Political Prisoners and Detainees in Namibia" by International
Defence and Aid Fund, 1981
Date: 1981
Item 11: "Namibia: Apartheid's Army in Namibia: South
Africa's Illegal Military Occupation" by International Defence
and Aid Fund, 1982
Date: 1982
Item 12: "Namibia: National Conference on Land Reform
and the Land Question" by The Office of the Namibian Prime
Minister, 1991
Date: 1991
Item 13: "Namibia: Sister Namibia: Sexual Harassment
Claims Surface" by Sister Namibia, 1996
Date: 1996
General
serial Vol 8, no 3 July and August 1996
Item 14: "Nigeria: A Life of Azikiwe" by K.A.B Jones-
Quartey, 1965
Date: 1965
Item 15: "Nigeria: For the Liberation of Nigeria" by Yusufu
Bala usman, 1979
Date: 1979
Item 16: "Nigeria: Capital and Labour in the Nigerian Tin
Mines" by Bill Freund, 1981
Date: 1981
Item 17: "Nigeria: Imperialism and Underdevelopment In
Nigeria: The Dialectics of Mass Poverty" by Bade Onimode,
1982
Date: 1982
Item 18: "Nigeria: The Open Sore of a Continent: A Personal
Narrative of the Nigerian Crisis" by Wole Soyinka, 1996
Date: 1996
Item 19: "Rwanda: Forsaken Cries: the story of Rwanda and
Educating for Action" by Amnesty International, 1997
Date: 1997
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Item 20: "Somalia: The Somailian Revolution" by Luigi
Pestalozza, 1973
Date: 1973
Item 21: "Tanzania: Tanzania Before 1900: Seven Area
Histories" edited by Andrew Roberts, 1968
Date: 1968
Item 22: "Tanzania: Underdevelopment and Industrialization
in Tanzania: A Study of Perverse Capitalist Industrial
Development" by Justinian Rwyemamu, 1973
Date: 1973
Item 23: "Tanzania: Ujamaa Villages in Tanzania: Analysis of
a Social Experiment" by Michaela von Freyhold, 1979
Date: 1979
Item 24: "Tanzania: The Long Transition: Building Socialism
in Tanzania" by Idrian N. Resnick, 1981
Date: 1981
Item 25: "Uganda: Imperialism and Revolution in Uganda" by
D. Wadada Nabudere, 1980
Date: 1980
Item 26: "Uganda: War in Uganda: The Legacy of Idi Amin"
by Tony Avirgan and Martha Honey, 1982
Date: 1982
Item 27: "Uganda: Imperialism and Fascism in Uganda" by
Mahmood Mamdani, 1983
Date: 1983
Item 28: "Western Sahara: Fueling the Fire: U.S. Policy and
The Western Sahara Conflict" by Leo Kamil, 1987
Date: 1987
Item 29: "Zamibia: The Lumpa Church of Alice Lenshina" by
Andrew D. Robert, 1972
Date: 1972
Item 30: "Zanzibar: Revolution in Zanzibar" by John Okello,
1967
Date: 1967
Item 31: "Zimbabwe: Revolutionary Bishop Who Saw God
at Work in Africa: An Autobiography" by (Bishop) Ralph E.
Dodge, 1986
Date: 1986
Item 32: "Zimbabwe: Children of History" by The Zimbabwe
Foudnation of Education , 1992
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Date: 1992
Item 33: "Zimbabwe: Who's Who in Zimbabwe" edited by
William Saidi, 1992
Date: 1992
South Africa
Title/Description Instances
Box 14
Item 1: "Satyagraha in South Africa" by Mahatma K. Ghandi,
1954
Date: 1954
Item 2: "Road to South African Freedom: Programmer of
the South African Communist Party" by the South African
Communist Party, 1962
Date: 1962
Item 3: "Anatomy of Apartheid" bu E.S. Sachs, 1965
Date: 1965
Item 4: "Fourth of July Raids" by Miles Brokensha and Robert
Knowles, 1965
Date: 1965
Item 5: "Zulu Aftermath: A Nineteenth-Century Revolution in
Bantu Africa" by J.D. Omer-Cooper, 1966
Date: 1966
Item 6: "Afrikaner and African Nationalism: South African
Parallels and Parameters" by Edwin S. Munger, 1967
Date: 1967
Item 7: "History of South Africa: Social and Economic" by
C.W. de Kiewiet, 1968
Date: 1968
Item 8: "Seeds of Disaster: A Guide to the Realities, Race
Politics, and Worldwide Propaganda Campaigns of the
Republic of South Africa" by John Laurence, 1968
Date: 1968
Item 9: "Diamond Magnates" by Brian Roberts, 1972
Date: 1972
Item 10: "Suisse-Afrique du Sud:Relations economiques et
politiques" by Centre Europe-Tiers Monde, 1972
Date: 1972
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General
Program to Combat Racism, text is in French
Item 11: "Suisse-Afrique du Sud:Relations economiques et
politiques" by Centre Europe-Tiers Monde, 1972
Date: 1972
General
Program to Combat Racism, text is in French
Item 12: "Southern Africa in Perspective: Essays in Regional
Politics" edited by Christian P. Pitholm and Richard Dale,
1972
Date: 1972
Item 13: "Migrant Labour in South Africa" by Francis Wilson,
1972
Date: 1972
Item 14: "Failure of South African Expansion: 1908-1948" by
Ronald Hyam, 1972
Date: 1972
Item 15: "Source Material on the South African Economy,
1860-1970: Volume 3: 1920-1970" by Hobart D. Houghton
and Jennifer Dagur, 1973
Date: 1973
Item 16: "Bandiet: Seven Years in a South African Prison" by
Hugh Lewin , 1974
Date: 1974
Item 17: "Conditions of Black Workers: Study Project on
External Investment in South Africa and Namibia" by Africa
Publications Trust, 1975
Date: 1975
Item 18: "Hearings before the Subcommittee on African
Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States
Senate, Second Session on South Africa- US Policy and the
Role of U.S. Corporations: September 8,9,16,17,22,23,29 and
30, 1976" by the US Government, 1976
Date: 1976
Item 19: "White Wealth and Black Poverty: American
Investments in Southern Africa" by Barbara Rogers, 1976
Date: 1976
Item 20: "Durban Strikes 1973: Human Beings with Souls" by
the Institute for Industrial Education, 1976
Date: 1976
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Item 21: "House Divided: South Africa's Uncertain Future" by
John de St. Jorre, 1977
Date: 1977
Item 22: "Studies on South African Imperialism: Report No.
17" by the Southern Africa Research Group , 1977
Date: 1977
Item 23: "Workers' Movement and SACTU (Southern African
Congress of Trade Unions): A Struggle for Marxist Policies"
by SACTU, 1977
Date: 1977
Item 24: "South African and U.S. Multinational Corporations"
by Ann and Neva Seidman, 1978
Date: 1978
Item 25: "Ukubamba Amadolo: Workers' Struggles in the
South African Texile Industry" by Bettie de Toit, 1978
Date: 1978
Item 26: "African Perspectives on South Africa: Speeches,
Articles, Documents" edited by Hendrik Wvan der Merwe,
Nancy CJ Charton, et al, 1978
Date: 1978
Item 27: "Political Imprisonment in South Africa: An
Amnesty International Report" by Amnesty International,
1978
Date: 1978
Item 28: "South Africa into the 1980s: Westview Special
Studeis on Africa" edited by Richard E. Bissell and Chester A.
Crocker, 1979
Date: 1979
Item 29: "Race Propaganda and South Africa: The
Manipulation of Western Opinion and Policies by the Forces
of White Supremacy' by John C. Laurence, 1979
Date: 1979
General
Inscribed and signed by author
Item 30: "One Azania, One Nation: The National Questions in
South Africa" by No Sizwe, 1979
Date: 1979
Item 31 : "Year of Fire, Year of Ash: The Sowato Revolt:
Roots of a Revolution?" by Baruch Hirson, 1979
Date: 1979
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Item 32: "Shaping of South African Soceity, 1652-1840"
edited by Richard elphick and Hermann Giliomee, 1979
Date: 1979
Box 15
Item 1: "Justice in South Africa" by John D. Jackson, 1980
Date: 1980
Item 2: "Why South Africa Will Survive" by L.H. Gann and
Peter Duignan, 1981
Date: 1981
Item 3: "South African Communists Speak: Documents from
the History of the South African Communist Party 1915-1980"
by the South African Communist Party, 1981
Date: 1981
Item 4: "Island in Chains: Ten Years on Robben Island: as told
by Indres Naidoo to Albie Sachs" by Prisoner 885/63, 1982
Date: 1982
Item 5: "Foundations of the South African Cheap Labour
System" by Norman Levy, 1982
Date: 1982
Item 6: "South African Politics" by Leonard Thompson and
Andrew Prior, 1982
Date: 1982
Item 7: "Electricity, Industry and Class in South Africa" by
Renfrew Christie, 1984
Date: 1984
Item 8: "Apartheid and Education: The Education of Black
South Africans " edited by Peter Kallaway, 1984
Date: 1984
Item 9: "We Make Freedom: Women in South Africa" by
Beata Lipman, 1984
Date: 1984
Item 10: "Political Mythology of Apartheid" by Leonard
Thompson , 1985
Date: 1985
Item 11: "Body of Power Spirit of Resistance: The Culture and
History of a South African People" by Jean Comaroff, 1985
Date: 1985
Item 12: "Endgame in South Africa?" by Robin Cohen , 1986
Date: 1986
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Item 13: "Crossing the Line: A Year in the Land of Apartheid"
by William Finnegan, 1986
Date: 1986
Item 14: "Militarization of South African Politics" by Kenneth
Grundy, 1986
Date: 1986
Item 15: "Side By Side: The Autobiography of Helen Joseph"
by Helen Joseph, 1986
Date: 1986
Item 16: "Crisis in South Africa" by John S. Saul and Stephen
Gelb, 1986
Date: 1986
Item 17: "Apartheid Media: Disinformation and Dissent in
South Africa" by John M. Phelan, 1987
Date: 1987
Item 18: "Moi Aparthid Images : exhibition catalog" by
Thomas Hirshhorn, 1987
Date: 1987
Item 19: "SADCC: Prospects for Disengagement and
Development in Southern Africa" edited by Samir Amin,
Derrick Chitala, and Ibbo Mandaza, 1987
Date: 1987
Item 20: "Justice in My Tears" by Tshenuwani S. Farisani,
1988
Date: 1988
Item 21: "South Africa Inc.: The Oppenheimer Empire" by
David Pallister, Sara Stewart, and Ian Lepper, 1988
Date: 1988
Item 22: "Right To Learn: The Struggle for Educaiton in
South Africa" edited by Helene Perold and Dawn Butler, 1988
Date: 1988
Item 23: "Fighting Apartheid: A Cartoon History" by Unesco,
1988
Date: 1988
Item 24: "South Africa: No Turning Back" edited by Shaun
Johnson, 1988
Date: 1988
Item 25: "South Africa in Question" edited by John Lonsdale,
et al, 1988
Date: 1988
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Item 26: "White Plague, Black Labor: Tuberculosis and the
Political Econmy of Health and Disease in South Africa" by
Randall M. Packard, 1989
Date: 1989
Item 27: "Christian-Nationalism and the Rise of the Afrikaner
Broederbond in South Africa, 1918-1948" edited by Saul
Dubow, 1989
Date: 1989
Item 28: "Pedagogy of Domination: Toward a Democratic
Education in South Africa" by Mokubung Nkomo, 1990
Date: 1990
Item 29: "Street Law: Practical Law for South African
Students: Book Four- Family Law" by David McQuoid-
Mason, 1990
Date: 1990
Item 30: "Resistance and Transformation:Education, Culture,
and Reconstruction in South Africa" by Michael Cross, 1992
Date: 1992
Item 31: "Threads of Solidarity: Women in South African
Industry, 1900-1980" by Iris Berger, 1992
Date: 1992
Item 32: "Out of Exile: Interviews: South African Writers
Speak" edited by Kevin Goddard and Charles WEssels, 1992
Date: 1992
General
Albie Sachs, Lewis Nkosi, Mbulelo Mzamane, Breyten
Breytenback, Dennis Brutus, Keorapetse Kgositsile
interviewed
Item 32.5: "Beyond the Factory Floor: A Survey of COSATU
Shop-Stewards" by the Congress of South African Trade
Unions (COSATU) , 1992
Date: 1992
Item 33: "Long Journey: South Africa's Quest for a Negotiated
Settlement" edited by Steven Friedman, 1993
Date: 1993
Item 34: "Reporting South Africa" by Rich Mkhondo, 1993
Date: 1993
Item 35: "In No Uncertain Terms: A South African Memori"
by Helen Suzman, 1993
Date: 1993
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Item 36: "Children and Women in South Africa: A Situational
Analysis" by the United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)
and National Children's Rights Committee (NCRC), 1993
Date: 1993
Box 16
Item 1: "The Moon is Dead! Give Us Our Money! The
Cultural Origins of an African Work Ethic, Natal, South
Africa, 1843-1900" by Keletso E. Atkins, 1993
Date: 1993
Item 2: "Negotiated Revolution: Society and Politics in
Post-Apartheid South Africa" by Heribert Adam and Kogila
Moodley, 1993
Date: 1993
Item 3: "Debates of the National Assembly: First Session-First
Parliament: 22 to 26 August 1994" by the Republic of South
Africa, 1994
Date: 1994
Item 4: "South Africa: The Challenge of Change" edited by
Vincent Maphai, 1994
Date: 1994
Item 5: "Tomorrow is Another Country: The Inside Story of
South Africa's Negitiated Revolution" by Allister Sparks, 1994
Date: 1994
Item 6: "Natal, Violence and the Elections" by Mark Butler,
1994
Date [inclusive]: 1994
Item 7: "Long Walk to Freedom: The Autobiography of
Nelson Mandela" by Nelson Mandela, 1994
Date: 1994
General
paperback
Item 8: "Long Walk to Freedom: The Autobiography of
Nelson Mandela" by Nelson Mandela, 1994
Date: 1994
General
flyleaf annotated with quotes and page numbers
Item 9: "Long Walk to Freedom: The Autobiography of
Nelson Mandela" by Nelson Mandela, 1994
Date: 1994
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Item 10: "USAID In South Africa: Learning Lessons
Continuing Debate" by Douglas J. Tilton, 1996
Date: 1996
Non-African Countries
Title/Description Instances
Box 16
Item 11: "CARIBBEAN: Social and Cultural Transformations
in Modern Caribbean Societies: A Collaborative Programme
of Research and Training in Sociology and Anthropology at
the University of the West Indies, Mona, and the University
of Chicago" by the University of West Indes, Mona and
University of Chicago , 1993
Date: 1993
General
proposal
Item 12: "CHINA: China Since Mao: Letter of Resignation/
Charles Bettelheim; In Defense of the New Regime/Neil
Burton; The Great Leap Backwards/Charles Bettelheim" by
Charles Bettelheim and Neil Burton, 1978
Date: 1978
Item 13: "CHINA: Death by Default: A Policy of Fatal
Neglect in China's State Orphanages" by Human Rights
Watch/Asia , 1996
Date: 1996
Item 14: "EAST TIMOR: East Timor, Indonesia, and the
Western Democracies" by the International Working Group
for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA), 1980
Date: 1980
Item 15: "EAST TIMOR: War Against East Timor" by Carmel
Budiardjo and Liem Soei Liong, 1984
Date: 1984
Item 16: "EAST TIMOR: FUNU: The Unfinished Saga of
East Timor" by Jose Ramos-Horta, 1987
Date: 1987
General
preface: Noam Chomsky
Item 17: "EAST TIMOR: 'I Am Timorese': Testimonies
from East Timor" by the Catholic Institute for International
Relations, 1990
Date: 1990
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General
Published on behalf of the European Christian
Consultation on East Timor
Item 18: "EAST TIMOR: United Nations Resolutions
1975-1982" by the Indonesia Human Rights Campaign, 1991
Date: 1991
Item 19: "EAST TIMOR: Hearing on East Timor: The Santa
Cruz Massacre" by the Parliamentary Human Rights Group
and House of Commons, 1991
Date: 1991
Item 20 :"EAST TIMOR: East Timor's Unfinished Struggle:
Inside the Timorese Resistance: A Testimony" by Constancia
Pinto and Matthew Jardine, 1997
Date: 1997
Item 21: "GUATEMALA: Guatemala: Eternal Spring, Eternal
Tyranny" by Jean-Marie Simon, 1987
Date: 1987
Item 22: "HAITI: Silencing a People: Destruction of Civil
Society in Haiti" by the Human Rights Watch and National
Coalition for Haitian Refugees , 1993
Date: 1993
Item 23: "INDIA: Modernity of Tradition: Polical
Development in India" by Lloyd I. Rudolph and Susanne
Hoeber Rudolph, 1972
Date: 1972
Item 24: "INDIA: Essential Gandhi: An anthology of his
writings on his life, work, and ideas" edited by Louis Fischer,
1983
Date: 1983
Item 25: "INDIA: Divide and Profit: Indian Worker in Natal"
by Shamim Marie, 1986
Date: 1986
Item 26: "SRI LANKA: Tea and Poverty: Plantations and the
Political Economy of Sri Lanka" by Nawaz Dawood, 1980
Date: 1980
Item 27: "UNITED STATES: Quality Schools Network for
Illinois" by the Center for New Schools, 1971
Date: 1971
Item 28: "UNITED STATES: It Works This Way for Wome:
Case Studies of 15 Schools " by the Center for New Schools,
1972
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Date: 1972
Item 29: "UNITED STATES: Comrade George: an
investigation into the life, political thought, and assassination
of George Jackson" by Eric Mann, 1972
Date: 1972
General
Produced by the Red Prison Movement and the Hovery
Street Press, second printing
Item 30: "UNITED STATES: Incredible Rocky: featuring
Amerika's Richest Family!" by Joel Andreas, 1973
Date: 1973
General
about the Rockefeller Brothers
Item 31: "UNITED STATES: Triumph Over Marcos:
A story based on the lives of Gene Viernes and Silme
Domingo, Filipino American cannery union organizers, their
assasination, and the trial that followed" by Thomas Churchill,
1995
Date: 1995
General
inscribed to Prexy from Cindy
Item 32: "UNITED STATES: Ending Apartheid in America:
The Need for a Black Political Party and Reparations Now!"
by Arthur Serota, 1996
Date: 1996
General
inscribed to Prexy by the author
Item 33: "VIET NAM: Women of Viet Nam" by Arlene Eisen
Bergman, 1975
Date: 1975
General
Title/Description Instances
Box 16
Item 34: "Nature and Problems of the Third World" by Adam
Watson, 1968
Date: 1968
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Item 35: "Why Do We Spend So Much Money?" by the
Popular Economics Press, 1973
Date: 1973
Item 36: "Economics of Colonialism: Britain and Kenya,
1870-1930" by Richard D. Wolff, 1974
Date: 1974
Item 37: "Capitalisme Negrier: la marche de paysans vers le
proletariat" edited by Pierre-Philippe Rey, 1976
Date: 1976
General
in French
Item 38: "Political Economy of Imperialism" by Dan
Nabudere, 1977
Date: 1977
Item 39: "Armies and Politics" by Jack Woddis, 1978
Date: 1978
Item 40: "Race & State in Capitalist Development" by Stanley
B. Greensberg, 1980
Date: 1980
Item 41: "Black and Reformed: Apartheid, Liberation and the
Calvanist Tradition" by Allan Boesak, 1984
Date: 1984
Item 42: "Cast in a Racial Mould: Labour Process and Trade
Unionism in the Foundries" by Eddie Webster, 1985
Date: 1985
Item 43: "End Papers: Essays. Letters, Articles of Faith,
Workbook Notes" by Breyton Breytenbach, 1986
Date: 1986
Item 44: "Cry, Sacred Ground: Big Mountain, U.S.A." by
Anita Parlow, 1988
Date: 1988
General
limited edition
Item 45: "Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among
Ghosts" by Maxine Hong Kingston, 1989
Date: 1989
Box 17
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Item 1: "Coming Home: Peace Without Complacency" by
Margaret Randall, 1990
Date: 1990
Item 2: "Rivethead: Tales from the Assembly Linwe" by Ben
Hamper, 1991
Date: 1991
General
foreword by Michael Moore
Item 3: "Conference Report: The Challenge to Intervene: A
New Role for the United Nations?" edited by Elizabeth G
Ferris, 1992
Date: 1992
Item 4: "Building Movements, Shattering Myths: Arab and
U.S. Women Confront Violence" by Jan Abu Shakrah, 1995
Date: 1995
General
American Friends Service Committee Middle East
Program, Women's Dialogue Project publication
Item 5: "Arms Trade Revealed: A Guide to Investigators and
Activists" by Lora Lumpe and Jeff Donarski, 1998
Date: 1998
General
A book by the Arms Sales Monitoring Project of the
Federation of American Scientists
Item 6: "An Ordinary Person's Guide to Empire" by Arundhati
Roy, 2004
Date: 2004
Item 7: "Global Politics as if People Mattered" by Mary Ann
Tetreault and Ronnie D. Lipschutz, 2005
Date: 2005
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Series 10: Media, Box 18, 1976, 1987
Date [inclusive]: 1976, 1987
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About the Series
The series contains exhibition images and a slide presentation with script
Title/Description Instances
Item 1: Southern Africa: The Imprisoned Society: Exhibition in
Photographs/ International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern
Africa , 1976
Date: 1976
Item 2: Namibia In Struggle: A Pictorial History: Portable
Exhibition of Photographs / International Defence and Aid Fund
for Southern Africa in cooperation with the United Nations
Council for Namibia , 1987
Date: 1987
Item 3: A Vitoria E Certa: The Story of Angola' (color slide
presentation and script)/ Angola Media Project , 1976
Date: 1976
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